STATE OF MICHIGAN CONTENT STANDARDS
Correlated to:

Literature and the Language Arts: The American Tradition (Grade 11)
EMC/Paradigm Publishing Inc.
CONTENT STANDARD 1: All students will read and comprehend general and technical material.
A. Indicators of Learning

Examples correlated to pages:

(1) Use reading for purposes such as enjoyment, clarifying
information, and learning complex procedures.

(1) Reading for enjoyment: Eudora Welty, “A Worn Path” - pgs. 796-803
clarifying information: “Reading For Information” - pgs. 1028-1030
learning complex procedures:”Reading To Learn” - pgs. 1026-1028
see also with each selection - “Reader’s Journal,” “Literary Tools,” “Integrating the Language Arts,” “Investigate Inquire Imagine”

(2) Read a variety of texts with developing fluency, such as short (2) Short stories: Mark Twain, “The Notorious Jumping Frog of
Calaveras County” - pgs. 411-418
stories, novels, poetry, plays, textbooks, manuals, and periodicals.
plays: “Dos Passo’s Newsreel LXVIII - pgs. 578-584
textbooks & manuals: “Language Arts Survey” - pgs. 1023-1130
(3) Employ multiple strategies to construct meaning, such as
generating questions, studying vocabulary, analyzing mood and tone,
recognizing how authors use information, generalizing ideas, matching
form to content, and developing reference skills.

(3) Generating questions - pg. 259 or any “Guided Reading Questions”
throughout all selections
studying vocabulary - pg. 472, also “Words for Everyday Use” included
with selections
analyzing mood & tone - pgs. 29, 100
developing reference skills: “Encyclopedia Research” - pg. 210

(4) Employ multiple strategies to recognize words as they
construct meaning, including the use of context clues, word roots and
affixes, and syntax.

(4) Context clues - pg. 243
word origins & families - pg. 1033
syntax: E.E. Cummings, “somewhere i have never travelled, gladly
beyond” - pgs. 535-537

(5) Respond to a variety of oral, visual, written, and electronic
texts by making connections to their personal lives and the lives of
others.

(5) Oral texts - pgs. 4-6
written texts: “Guided Writing” - pgs. 127-135, also “Writer’s Journal,”
“Skill Builders,” “Graphic Organizers” with many of the selections;
electronic texts: “Researching on the Internet” - pg. 571
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Content Standard 2: All students will demonstrate the ability to write clear and grammatically correct sentences, paragraphs,
and compositions.
A. Indicators of Learning

Examples correlated to pages:
(1) Write fluently for multiple purposes to produce compositions, (1) Multiple purposes for writing: - pgs. 54-58
persuasive essays: “Guided Writing - Defending a Viewpoint” - pgs.
such as personal narratives, persuasive essays, lab reports, poetry.
179-187
“Writer’s Journal - letter to the editor” - pg. 584; see also “Writer’s
Journal” accompanying selections;
writing proposals/petitions - pgs. 1126-1127
(2) Recognize and use author’s techniques that convey meaning
and build empathy with readers when composing their own texts.
Examples include appeals to reason and emotion, use of figurative
language, and grammatical conventions which assist audience
comprehension

(2) Appeals to reason & emotion - pgs. 850-857
expressive writing - pgs. 127-135
grammatical conventions to assist comprehension: “Language Handbook” - pgs. 1053-1085

(3) Plan and draft text and revise and edit their own writing, and
help others revise and edit in such areas as content, perspective, and
effect.

(3)Editing to clarify: “Combining Sentences” - pg. 991
total writing process - pgs. 1034-1052
evaluation: “Self & Peer Evaluation” - pgs. 855-857

(4) Select and use appropriate language conventions when
editing text. Examples include various grammatical constructions,
subject-verb agreement, punctuation, and spelling

(4) Punctuation - pgs. 1080-1082
spelling - pgs. 1084-1085
subject-verb agreement - pgs. 184-186
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Content Standard 3: All students will focus on meaning and communications as they listen, speak, view, read, and write in personal, social, occupational, and civic contexts.
A. Indicators of Learning

Examples correlated to pages:

(1) Integrate listening, viewing, speaking, reading, and writing
skills for multiple purposes and in varied contexts. An example is using
all the language arts to prepare and present a unit project on a career
exploration.

(1) Unit project: “The Search For Freedom” - pgs. 188-189
project research: “Women of the 1800s” - pg. 227
project on media literacy: “Film Review” - pg. 744

(2) Begin to implement strategies to regulate effects of variables
of the communication process. An example is selecting a format for the
message to influence the receiver’s response.

(2) Multimedia show about war - p. 997
“Writer’s Journal - editorial, appeal & persuasive speech” - pg. 453
public service announcement - pg. 1129

(3) Read and write fluently, speak confidently, listen and interact (3) Reporting formally to audience - pg. 436
appropriately, view critically, and represent creatively. Examples include debating issues - pg. 774
reporting formally to an audience, debating issues, and interviewing
interviewing - pg. 770
members of the public.
(4) Practice verbal and nonverbal strategies that enhance under- (4) Speaking and Listening, Television commercial - pg. 158
standing of spoken messages and promote effective listening behaviors. verbal and nonverbal communication - pgs. 1086-1087
active listening skills - pgs. 577; 1087-1089
Examples include altering inflection, volume, and rate, using evidence,
and reasoning.
(5) Select appropriate strategies to construct meaning while read- (5) Studying vocabulary, diction & word choice - pgs. 314; 1031-1033
ing, listening to, viewing, or creating texts. Examples include generating “Reading to Learn” - pgs. 1026-1031
relevant questions, studying vocabulary, analyzing mood and tone, recog- analyzing mood and tone - pgs. 308-313
nizing how authors and speakers use information, and matching form to
content.

(6) Determine the meaning of unfamiliar words and concepts in
oral, visual, and written texts by using a variety of resources, such as
semantic and structural features, prior knowledge, reference materials,
and electronic sources.

(6)Reference materials - pg. 647
using context clues - pg. 243
electronic sources: “Evaluating Internet Sites” - pg. 665
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Content Standard 3 (cont.): All students will focus on meaning and communications as they listen, speak, view, read, and write in
personal, social, occupational, and civic contexts.
A. Indicators of Learning
(7) Recognize and use varied techniques to construct text,
convey meaning, and express feelings to influence an audience.
Examples include identification with characters and multiple points of
view.

Examples correlated to pages:

(8) Express their responses and make connections between oral,
visual, written, and electronic texts and their own lives.

(8) Respond and connect: “Visual Arts” - pg. 616; see also any “Art
Note” feature accompanying selections;
written connections: “Writer’s Journal” - pg. 364, see also “Writer’s
Journal” exercises at end of selections;
electronic connections - pg. 378, see also other “Internet Resources” features accompanying numerous selections;
designing a web site - pg. 488

(7) Identification with characters: “Characterization & Dialogue” pg. 577
multiple points of view - pgs. 179-187
colloquialism and tone: Sojourner Truth, “Ain’t I A Woman?” - pg. 350
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Content Standard 4: All students will use the English language effectively.
Indicators of Learning

Examples correlated to pages:

(1) Compare & contrast language patterns: “Oral Literature Festival” (1) Compare and contrast spoken, written, and visual language
patterns used in their communication contexts, such as community activi- pg. 11
spoken patterns: “Applied English - Tall Tale” - pg. 418
ties, discussions, mathematics and science classes, and the workplace.
“Displaying Effective Visual Information” - pg. 1130
(2) Investigate the origins of language patterns and vocabularies (2) Formal and informal language patterns - pgs. 750 - 752
and their impact on meaning in formal and informal situations. An exam- Language Handbook: “Formal and Informal English” - pg. 1053
ple is comparing language in a business letter to language in a friendly
Dialects of English - pg. 1055
letter.
(3) Investigate idiomatic phrases and word origins and how they
have contributed to contemporary meaning.

(3) Idiomatic phrases/dialect - pgs. 338, 823
word origins and meaning - pg. 1033
using a thesaurus - pgs. 349, 1110

(4) Demonstrate how communication is affected by connotation
and denotation and why one particular word is more effective or appropriate than others in a given context.

(4) Connotation & denotation - pgs. 40, 665, 1033
context clues - pg. 1030

(5) Recognize and use levels of discourse appropriate for varied
contexts, purposes, and audiences, including terminology specific to a
particular field. Examples include community building, an explanation of
a biological concept, comparison of computer programs, commentary on
an artistic work, analysis of a fitness program, and classroom debates on
political issues.

(5) Appropriate levels of discourse: “Examining the Criminal Justice
System” - pg. 51
overcoming barriers in communication styles - pgs. 1092-1093
debating - pgs. 1099-1100
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Content Standard 5: All students will read and analyze a wide variety of classic and contemporary literature and other texts to
seek information, ideas, enjoyment, and understanding of their individuality, our common heritage and common humanity, and
the rich diversity in our society.
Indicators of Learning

Examples correlated to pages:

(1) Select, read, listen to, view and respond thoughtfully to both
classic and contemporary texts recognized for quality and literary merit.

(1) Quality & literary merit in classic texts: Bryant, “Thanatopsis” - pgs.
199-205; Bret Harte, “Outcasts of Poker Flat” - pgs. 419-431
contemporary texts: Richard Wright, “Black Boy” - pgs. 824-829

(2) Human experience issues - struggle: John Steinbeck,“Grapes of
(2) Describe and discuss shared issues in the human experience
Wrath” - pgs. 599-600
that appear in literature and other texts from around the world. Examples
death: Emily Dickinson, “Because I Could Not Stop For Death” - pgs.
include quests for happiness and service to others.
222-224
justice: “Ain’t I A Woman?” - pgs. 350-352
(3) Identify and discuss how the tensions among characters, com- (3) Themes & issues in literature that relate to own experience - courage:
munities, themes, and issues in literature and other texts are related to
Tennessee Williams,“The Glass Menagerie” - pgs. 685-744
one’s own experience.
hope: Ralph Ellison,“Invisible Man” - pgs. 844-849; also Emily Dickinson,“‘Hope’ is a thing with feathers” - pg. 307
pride and vanity: Bernard Malamud, “The Magic Barrel” - pgs. 808-823
(4) Historical and cultural contexts: Arthur Miller, “The Crucible,” (4) Investigate and demonstrate understanding of the cultural
and historical contexts of the themes, issues, and our common heritage as pgs. 44-50; Susan B. Anthony, “Woman’s Right to the Suffrage” - pgs.
448-452; John F. Kennedy, “Inaugural Address” - pgs. 908-914
depicted in literature and other texts.
(5) Investigate through literature and other texts various examples of distortion and stereotypes. Examples include those associated
with gender, race, culture, age, class, religion, and handicapping conditions.

(5) Distortion and stereotyping - pg. 1103; Frederick Douglass discusses
stereotypes - pgs. 324-329;
diversity: Julie Alvarez, “Daughter of Invention” - pgs. 980-991
religion: Jonathan Edwards, “Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God” pgs. 118-123
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Content Standard 6: All students will learn to communicate information accurately and effectively and demonstrate their expressive abilities by creating oral, written, and visual texts that enlighten and engage an audience.
A. Indicators of Learning

Examples correlated to pages:

(1) Analyze their use of elements of effective communication
that impact their relationships in their schools, families, and communities. Examples include use of pauses, suspense, and elaboration.

(1) Elaboration: Walt Whitman, “Song of Myself” - pgs. 365-374;
Bryant, “Thanatopsis” - pgs. 199-204; also elaboration, pg. 1141
suspense: Edgar Allan Poe, “The Pit & The Pendulum - pgs. 228-243

(2) Demonstrate their ability to use different voices in oral and
written communication to persuade, inform, entertain, and inspire their
audiences.

(2) Persuasive voice: “Guided Writing - Defending a Viewpoint” pgs. 179-187
finding your voice: “Purpose and Organization in Nonfiction” pgs. 54-55
expressive voice: “Writing a Reflective Essay” - pgs. 127-135

(3) Compare and contrast the style and characteristics of individ- (3) How authors, speakers and illustrators shape text & influence
ual authors, speakers, and illustrators and how they shape text and influ- audience expectations:
Examples ence their audiences’ expectations.
African-American Folk Song, “Follow The Drinking Gourd” - pgs. 4-10
Study and Research, “Researching Poets” - pg. 26
Edgar Allan Poe, “The Raven” - pgs. 244-250
(4) Document and enhance a developing voice through multiple
media. Examples include reflections for their portfolios, audio and video
tapes, and submissions for publications.

(4) Opportunities to develop voice through reflections for portfolios:
expository writing, “Writing About Literature” - pgs. 65-73
“Speaking and Listening: Visual Literacy” - pg. 878
“Guided Writing: Evaluating a Play or Film” - pgs. 745-754
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Content Standard 7: All students will demonstrate, analyze, and reflect upon the skill and processes used to communicate
through listening, speaking, reading, and writing.
Indicators of Learning

Examples correlated to pages:

(1) Use a combination of strategies when encountering
unfamiliar texts while constructing meaning. Examples include
generating questions, studying vocabulary, analyzing mood and how
creators of text use and represent information, and matching form to
content.

(1) Constructing meaning by generating questions (talk show interview
questions)- pg. 152
by studying vocabulary - pg. 979
by analyzing mood & how text is used - pgs. 65-73

(2) Monitor their progress while using a variety of strategies to
overcome difficulties when constructing and conveying meaning, and
develop strategies to deal with new communication needs.

(2) Developing strategies: - collaborative learning - pg. 298
oral interpretation - pg. 783
using electronic communication; researching on the Internet - pg. 807

(3) Reflect on their own developing literacy, set learning goals,
and evaluate their progress.

(3) Reflecting on own developing literacy; evaluating a play or film pgs. 745-753
compiling a poetry analogy - pgs. 886-890
comparing/contrasting poetry - pg. 26

(4) Demonstrate a variety of strategies for planning, drafting,
revising, and editing several different forms of texts for specific purposes. Examples include persuading a particular audience to take action and
capturing feelings through poetry.

(4) Developing strategies to meet different purposes; lyric poetry - pgs.
672-679
persuading an audience to take action - pg. 538 (Collaborative Learning)
writing a problem/solution essay - pgs. 850-857
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Content Standard 8: All students will explore and use the characteristics of different types of texts, aesthetic elements, and
mechanics, including text structure, figurative and descriptive language, spelling, punctuation, and grammar to construct and
convey meaning.
Indicators of Learning

Examples correlated to pages:

(1) Select and use mechanics that enhance and clarify understanding. Examples include paragraphing, organizational patterns, variety in
sentence structure, appropriate punctuation, grammatical constructions,
conventional spelling, and the use of connective devices, such as previews and reviews.

(1) Mechanics that clarify meaning - pgs. 1053-1087 (“Language,
Grammar, and Style Resource”);
sentence variety - pg. 1003; (colorful nouns, verbs, modifiers) - pg. 963
punctuation - pg. 895
subject/verb agreement - pg. 795

(2) Describe and use characteristics of various narrative genre
and elements of narrative technique to convey ideas and perspectives.
Examples include foreshadowing and flashback in poetry, science fiction,
short stories, and novels.

(2)Foreshadowing & flashback;
in poetry - pg. 126 (“Upon the Burning of Our House”)
in nonfiction - pgs. 968 - 978 (“Daughter of Invention”)
in short stories - pgs. 354-364 (“An Occurence at Owl Creek Bridge”)

(3) Describe and use characteristics of various informational
genre (e.g., biographies, newspapers, brochures, and persuasive arguments and essays) and elements of expository text structure (e.g., multiple patterns of organization, relational links, and central purposes) to
convey facts.
(4) Identify and use aspects of the craft of the speaker, writer, and
illustrator to formulate and express their ideas artistically. Examples
include color and composition, flashback, multi-dimensional characters,
pacing, appropriate use of details, strong verbs, language that inspires,
and effective leads.

(3) Informational genre - pg. 991
newspaper article - pg. 843
designing a brochure - pg. 907
biographical narrative - pgs. 390-399

(5) Explain how the characteristics of various oral, visual, and
written text (e.g., videos, hypertext, glossaries, textbooks, and speeches)
and the textual aids they employ (e.g., subheadings/titles, charts, and
indexes) are used to convey meaning.

(5) How oral, visual and written texts are used to convey meaning pg. 1012 (charts)
graphic organizers - pgs. 758 - 761 (timelines)
Venn diagrams - pg. 1040
speaker’s role in extending meaning - pgs. 622 - 623
general references - pgs. 1110 - 1111

(4) Artistic expression of ideas:
colorful modifiers - pgs. 635, 1066
strong verbs; active voice - pg. 635
tone - pg. 657
use of details - pg. 1043
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Content Standard 9: All students will demonstrate understanding of the complexity of enduring issues and recurring problems
by making connections and generating themes within and across texts.
Indicators of Learning

Examples correlated to pages:

(1) Explore and reflect on universal themes and substantive
issues from oral, visual, and written texts. Examples include coming of
age, rights and responsibilities, group and individual roles, conflict and
cooperation, creativity and resourcefulness.

(1)Thematic studies - pgs. 859; 878
civil rights - pg. 957
hunger and homelessness - pg. 952

(2) Synthesize content from multiple texts representing varied
perspectives and order to formulate principles and generalizations.

(2) Synthesizing content - pg. 1105
comparing and contrasting content - pg. 963
researching other cultures - pg. 60 (Cross Curricular Activity)
constructing generalizations - pgs. 882; 1104

(3) Develop a thesis using key concepts, supporting evidence,
and logical arguments.

(3) Developing a thesis - pgs. 65-73; 823
writing a research paper - pgs. 928-937
logical arguments - pgs. 1103 - 1106
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Content Standard 10: All students will apply knowledge, ideas, and issues drawn from texts to their lives and the lives of others.
Indicators of Learning

Examples correlated to pages:

(1) Analyze themes and central ideas in literature and other texts
in relation to issues in their own lives.

(1) Genre studies- pgs. 755, 938
relationships to students’ lives - pgs. 500, 530, 648 (numerous personal
questions in “Reader’s Journal & Writer’s Journal” throughout text)
interpreting literature’s central ideas - pgs. 283-285, 1157

(2) Perform the daily functions of a literate individual. Examples (2) Acquiring, evaluating, organizing and communicating information include acquiring information from multiple sources and then evaluating, pg. 878 (writing a business letter);
e-mail message - pgs. 175, 991
organizing, and communicating it in various contexts.
giving directions - pg. 1124
obituary - pgs. 571, 783
(3) Use oral, written, and visual texts to identify and research
issues of importance that confront adolescents, their community, their
nation, and the world. Examples include using research findings to organize and create texts to persuade others to take a particular position or to
alter their course of action with regard to a particular school/ community
issue or problem.

(3) Researching issues: - pg. 51 (researching the Salem Witch Trials and
the McCarthy Hearings), pg. 170 (researching Jefferson & slavery), pg.
639 (researching artists)
persuading others to take a particular position - pg. 657 (debate)
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Content Standard 11: All students will define and investigate important issues and problems using a variety of resources,
including technology, to explore and create texts.
A. Indicators of Learning

Examples correlated to pages:

(1) Generate questions about important issues that affect them or (1) Narrowing topics to create a thesis or hypothesis - pgs. 1037, 1042,
1105
topics about which they are curious; narrow the questions to a clear
focus; and create a thesis or a hypothesis.
(2) Explain and use resources that are most appropriate and readily available for investigating a particular question or topic. Examples
include knowledgeable people, field trips, tables of contents, indexes,
glossaries, icons/headings, hypertext, storage addresses, CD-ROM/laser
disks, electronic mail, and library catalogue databases.

(2) Researching a variety of sources - pgs. 1107-1119
using experts - pg. 1114
bibliography - pg. 534
Internet research - pgs. 378, 577, 882, 1111-1112
See also: Guided Writing Software.

(3) Organize, analyze, and synthesize information to draw
conclusions and implications based on their investigation of an issue or
problem.

(3) Analyzing and drawing conclusions - pgs. 1101-1102
organizing information - pgs. 68-69; 1042-1044
preparing a multimedia presentation - pgs. 162, 997

(4) Use different means of developing and presenting conclusions based on the investigation of an issue or problem to an identified
audience. Examples include election ballots, hypertext, and magazines
and booklets including graphics.

(4) Investigating and drawing conclusions - pg. 665 (evaluating Internet
sites)
visual literacy - pg. 878
graphics in text - pgs. 898-899; 914 (diorama)
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Content Standard 12: All students will develop and apply personal, shared, and academic criteria for the enjoyment,
appreciation and evaluation of their own and others’ oral, written, and visual texts.
Indicators of Learning

Examples correlated to pages:

(1) Differentiate sets of standards for individual use according to
the purpose of the communication context. An example is maintaining
different sets of individual standards when creating texts for formal and
informal situations.

(1) Standards for evaluating Internet sites - pg. 1003
standards for evaluating reference works - pgs. 1110-1111
standards for creating formal and informal texts - pg. 1053

(2) Demonstrate understanding of individual standards when
creating texts for formal and informal situations.

(2) Recognizing individual standards - pgs.1092-1093
standards for successful public speaking - pgs. 1096-1097
standards for successful debating - pg. 1100

(3) Developing critical aesthetic standards: reading - pgs. 1025-1028
(3) Develop critical standards based on aesthetic qualities, and
use them to explain choices in reading, writing, speaking, listening, view- writing - pg. 1044
speaking & listening - pgs. 1095-1096
ing, and representing.
viewing - pg. 1016 (multimedia)
(4) Create a collection of personal work based on individual,
shared, and academic standards, reflecting on the merit of each selection

(4) Creating a collection of personal work - pg. 1051
personal collage - pg. 584
forming a reader’s or writer’s group - pgs. 1025-1026

(5) Refine their own standards to evaluate personal and public
communications within a responsible and ethical system for the expression of ideas.

(5) Refining & evaluating - pgs. 394-398; 468-471; 677-679

